Internet traffic flows have often been characterized as having power-tailed (long-tailed, fattailed, heavy-tailed) packet interarrival times or service requirements. In this work, we focus on the development of complete and computationally efficient steady-state solutions of queues with power-tailed interarrival times when the service times are assumed exponential. The classical method for obtaining the steady-state probabilities and delay-time distributions for the G/M/1 (G/M/c) queue requires solving a rootfinding problem involving the LaplaceStieltjes transform of the interarrival-time distribution function. Then the exponential service assumption is combined with the derived geometric arrival-point probabilities to get both the limiting general-time state and delay distributions. However, in situations where there is a power tail, the interarrival transform is typically quite complicated and never analytically tractable. In addition, it is possible that there is only a degenerate steady-state system-size probability distribution. Thus, an alternative approach to obtaining a steady-state solution is typically needed when power-tailed interarrivals are present. We exploit the exponentiality of the steady-state delay distributions for the G/M/1 and G/M/c queues, using level crossings and a transform-approximation method, to develop an alternative rootfinding problem when there are power-tailed interarrival times. Extensive computational results are given.
summarized the well-known fact that Internet traffic characteristics do not allow it to be modeled as POTS -plain old telephone systems. So noteworthy was this fact that it also appeared in the public media, see Dye (1999) . Perhaps not since Erlang (1917 Erlang ( -1918 published his original work on telephone systems, is the time more appropriate for researchers in queueing theory to develop methods for studying congestion problems occurring in the Internet.
Current research has been in two main areas. The first and by far the most active is in the characterization of the statistical nature of Internet traffic (see Adler et al (1998 ), Fowler, (1999 ; Crovella, Taqqu and Bestavros, (1998) ; Crovella and Bestavros, (1997) ; and Paxson and Floyd, (1995) ). This research resulted in the traffic being classified into one or more of the following areas:
• Self-similar (or fractal) traffic traces • Long-range dependence • Burstiness on multiple scales • Long-or heavy-tailed packet interarrival times and/or service requirements.
To a lesser extent researchers in queueing theory have been developing methods to analyze these very complicated Internet congestion problems (for instance, see Andersen at al (1995) , Lucantoni (1993) , Lucantoni et al (1994) , Nuets (1991) , Nuets (1989) , Feldmann and Whitt (1998) , Fischer and Harris (1999) , Grenier et al (1999) , Heyman (1998) and Heyman and Lakshman (to appear) . As pointed out in Feldmann and Whitt some of these methods like the Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) come with significant implementation challenges and they state (page 246) that new models should be sought and examined.
In this paper we present two such methods and examine them in the study of G/M/c queues, where the arrival distribution may have a long tail. Because of the multi-faceted aspect of Internet traffic (long-tailed, long-range dependence, self-similarity and burstiness) it is difficult to present a unified tool that addresses all these issues. Researchers have been developing tools that address usually just one of these aspects. Our research follows this line and deals with the development of easily computable congestion tools for queues with long or heavy -tailed arrivals. Future research will deal with the other aspects. Fowler (1999) presents an excellent summary table of invariants (various traffic statistics) appearing in the Internet. Invariants like interarrival time of network packets, connection sizes, and connection duration is present along with their protocol level and associated probability distribution. The information in the Fowler table is drawn from , Leland et al (1994) , Park et al (1996) , Park et al (1997) , and Pitkow (1999) . From the table it is immediate that long and heavy tailed distributions play a major role in characterizing these traffic invariants.
Here, we focus on modeling queues resulting from complex, non-standard arrival streams, most frequently thought to be generated in the Internet by power-tailed distributions. Even in the basic case where such arrival streams face exponential service (thus representing possible G/M/c systems), classical queueing methods begin to struggle because they normally require a rather precise transform calculus, with full solution dependent on a definitive traffic intensity ρ < 1 and on the interarrival-time density having a concise Laplace transform. Since one or both of these requirements may be violated under power-tailed input, we have developed two alternative approaches to the numerical solution of these queueing problems. The application to Internet congestion problems are packet arrivals generated from individual sources -destination networks pairs (Adler et al (1998) ), packets generated by users at a key board (Fowler (1999) ), URL requests (Crovella and Bestavros, (1997) . and Ethernet frame interarrival times (Fowler (1999) ). Greiner, Jobmann, and Lipsky (1999) have provided an especially good argument for the use of power-tailed distributions in modeling telecommunication queues, both for arrivals and service times. They have also used the G/M/1 queue as the model of choice in the presentation of their results.
The usual approach to obtaining the stationary delay-time distributions and system-size probabilities for the G/M/1 and G/M/c queueing problems requires solving a rootfinding problem involving the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST), A * (z), of the interarrival-time distribution function A (Χ). In the case of the G/M/1, the appropriate form of the problem is (often called the fundamental equation of branching processes) where 1/µ is the expected service time (see Gross and Harris (1998) , for example). The single root to this equation in (0, 1) then becomes the parameter of a geometric distribution for steady-state system sizes at the embedded arrival points. These geometric probabilities are then combined with convolutions of the exponential service distribution to derive the stationary line-delay distribution. However, it is quite possible that the interarrival-time distribution possesses a complicated nonclosed-form and/or non-analytic LST and thus that the standard rootfinding problem gets quite nasty. For example, the use of a Newton-type numerical procedure would require the derivative to exist at a possible starting point, something that might not be true when working with a non-analytic transform.
There are many familiar examples of distribution functions defined over the positive reals that lack analytic LSTs (and fail to have all moments). These include the Pareto (of the Pearson Type 6 family), folded or half-Cauchy (full Cauchy is a Pearson Type 7), and any similarly slowvarying distribution, such as the CDF (from Feller (1971)) The above inverse-log distribution has a density function given by
but does not have a finite mean. Note that a(x) is a completely monotone density just as the Pareto and indeed has a similar shape.
The primary class of interarrival distribution functions relevant to this paper has the property that their complementary distribution functions have tails that decay algebraically in the limit as
.
for some positive constants b and c as ∞ → x . More formally, we would write that
Such distributions are thus naturally called power-tailed distributions. Sometimes these distributions are also said to be fat-tailed, heavy-tailed, or long-tailed. But we shall use the latter terms to describe the larger class of distributions in which the tail probabilities satisfy
that is, their survival functions go to 0 more slowly than any exponential.
The log-normal is a frequently quoted example of a fat-tailed distribution not formally possessing a power tail but with moments that are always finite and increasing very rapidly. The kth moment of a log-normal random variable is exp[kµ + 2 k σ 2 /2)] when the originating normal has mean µ and variance σ 2 . We are especially interested in the log-normal as an example in the current context because it is often a feasible modeling alternative to a power-tailed distribution. Another well-known example of a heavy-tailed distribution is a Weibull with shape parameter (say β) less than 1. If α is the scale parameter its k-th moments Mood, Greybill, Boes, p.543, (1974) ).
An immediate consequence of the power-tailed property is that the moment integrals eventually lack finite moments and therefore no analytic Laplace Transform exists. In the queueing context, the most difficult problem occurs when the interarrival times do not possess one single moment. The possible inability to form a nice rootfinding problem thus forces us to find alternative ways to analyze the G/M/1 and G/M/c systems under such power-tailed circumstances. We know at the beginning, however, that at least there is a legitimate steady-state line-delay distribution function for any interarrival-time CDF even when the expected-value integral diverges to 4, that is, when λ = 0 (see Section 1).
In Section 1, we offer the major theoretical foundations of our work. Then we use levelcrossing methods in Section 2 to derive the key integral equation for the G/M/1 problem. Section 3 outlines the alternative numerical method for the G/M/1, wherein we use a very large discrete approximation of the interarrival CDF in solving the standard branching-process rootfinding problem. We have called this approach TAM, for Transform Approximation Method. We get back to level crossing in Section 4, where we set up the appropriate numerical problem for the multi-server G/M/c queue. Our numerical results follow in Section 5, and some thoughts on possible generalizations using level crossings are presented in Section 6. We close with concluding remarks in Section 7.
In the standard analysis of the G/M/1 queue (for example, see Gross and Harris, (1998) ), the steadystate probability for the number of customers Q in system just before an arrival is given for all nonnegative n by
where, as noted earlier, r 0 is the distinct root in (0,1) of the transform equation given by (1), while the steady-state general time probabilities are p n = λ q n /µ (n > 0) and p 0 = 1−λ/µ. In addition, the steady-state queue and system waiting-time distribution functions are respectively given for x ∃ 0 by and . ) 1 (
These results are valid for all forms of the interarrival distribution A(Χ); but the complexity of the numerical problem of obtaining r 0 very much depends on the algebraic nature of A(Χ). In the event that the Stieltjes transform of A(Χ) is available in relatively concise closed-form, we know, for example, that a standard successive-substitution routine is an effective way to find the needed root r 0 (see Gross and Harris (1998) pp 250-254) .
Normally, we require that the traffic intensity ρ, defined as the ratio of the mean service time to the mean interarrival time, be less than 1 for steady state to exist. However, since we are focusing on a power-tailed input here, there is the possibility that the mean interarrival time may not exist (or call it 4). Fortunately, we do not have a problem in this case with regard to the existence of a limiting delay-time distribution function since steady state is reached by the underlying delay-time random walk whenever process-state 0 is positive recurrent (see Cohen, (1982) ). We can easily see that this is the case given the regular sparse nature of a power-tailed interarrival process with an infinite expectation.
In fact, there is sort of a reverse problem here, in the sense that we could assign a value of 0 to the utilization rate ρ when the mean interarrival time (1/λ) does not exist. The utilization rate ρ = (1/µ)/(1/λ) = (1/µ)/4 = 0 in a G/G/1 suggests that the server is never busy and prevents us from giving meaning to many standard queueing results; more formally, the limiting general-time state process is degenerate and puts all probability mass on state 0. This follows from the fact that p n = λ q n /µ (n > 0) and p 0 = 1 − λ/µ. We should also add that, despite the guaranteed existence of the limiting mean line delay and system waiting time in a G/M/1 queue lacking a first interarrival time 6 moment, we cannot use Little's formula to find the limiting queue and system sizes because λ is essentially 0. But, again, there will always be a legitimate limiting probability distribution {q n } for the system sizes seen by the arriving customers. The expected value of these sizes can be found directly from the limiting mean line delay as µW q and is r 0 /(1 − r 0 ) for the G/M/1, power-tailed interarrival times or not.
For the G/M/1 queue the steady state distribution of the waiting time exists even if the interarrival CDF A(≅) has an infinite mean. To see this fact, define A n (x) = A(x)/A(t n ) for 0#x#t n , and A n (x) = 1 for t n < x , where t n is finite (n∃1), {t n }84 and
. Thus A n (≅) is a finite truncation of A(≅) at t n and the mean of A n (≅) is finite and exceeds 1/µ for every n∃1. Moreover A n (x) 9 A(x) for every x∃0 as n6 4. By Corollary 7.5, page 80 of Asmussen (1987) , derived starting with the Lindley recursion, the steady state distribution of the waiting time for the queue A n (≅)/M/1 with mean service time 1/µ exists for every n∃1. Letting n 6 4 implies that the steady state distribution of the waiting time exists for the queue A(≅)/M/1. A similar argument applies to the G/M/c queue, with 1/µ replaced by 1/(cµ) .
For the G/M/c system, the transform equation and rootfinding problem of (1) is slightly modified to incorporate the number of servers c, as
The resultant queue and system waiting-time distribution functions are given respectively in terms of the root r 0 of (4) by
and
It easily follows from (5) that the conditional distribution function of the line delay, given that there is a delay x > 0, has an exponential distribution with rate parameter c µ (1 -r 0 ). But one of the more difficult parts of completing the G/M/c solution is obtaining W q (0) for (5) and then the entire set of steady-state system probabilities. See Gross and Harris (1998) for the relevant details of the classical approach.
Integral Equation for the Absolutely Continuous Portion of the G/M/1 Delay-Time CDF
Since we know that any stationary G/M/1 queue, power-tailed interarrival times or not, has the limiting delay distribution function given in (3), it follows that the derivative of the absolutely continuous portion of W q (x) defined over the positive reals has form
For ease of computation, we henceforth write ) 1 (
, and thus have Brill (1979 Brill ( , 1988 has shown that any such function
exponential service rate. The derivation of (8) given in the above references is by means of an embedded level-crossing technique and by a Acontinuous@ level-crossing method, respectively. Most importantly, no assumptions whatsoever are made about the existence of the moments of the interarrival-time distribution in either of these derivations. Thus it is not necessary for A(Χ) to possess even a mean or variance, and hence (8) holds for any G/M/1 queue in which A(Χ) is Pareto, folded Cauchy, or any other powertail distribution.
We now substitute (7) into (8), and obtain a relatively simple integral equation for the exponential rate γ, given by In (9), (u) A and µ are assumed to be known, while ) 1 (
is the problem=s unknown. Then, once we have solved (9), the full form of the limiting delay-time CDF is given by Note that the left-hand side of (9) is in fact the Laplace transform of the complementary CDF, evaluated at γ. Thus we have replaced the role of the Laplace-Stieltjes transform in the rootfinding; much like one can change the computation of moments by integrating with respect to the complementary CDF. Equations (9) and (1) are equivalent, as seen by a quick integration by parts or equivalently by expressing the Laplace transform of A (≅) in terms of the Laplace transform of the derivative of A(≅). We introduce and use (9) because: (i) it is derived in one step by balancing up and downcrossing rates, whereas the classical derivation of (1) is lengthy (e.g., Gross and Harris(1998) , pp 248-250); (ii) its use is consistent with the derivation of equations (15) - (18) for the G/M/c queue given in section 4, and the level crossing approach leads to intuitive and conceptual interpretations about the model such as that given in the last paragraph of section 5; (iii) it is readily amenable to state dependent generalizations, such as those discussed in section 6. Either equation
can be solved by search techniques, Newton=s method, MAPLE computer software, etc. Although the degree of difficulty or ease in solving (9) and (1) is generally the same, we have found examples with heavy-tailed interarrival distributions where it is faster to solve (9) than (1) when using the same technique.
In our subsequent computations below, we use the unit (one-parameter) Pareto, folded Cauchy, inverse-log distributions, and log-normal all as illustrations. Our version of the Pareto distribution will have CDF A(x), x ∃ 0, and density a(x), x > 0, given by
while the CDF and density for the folded unit Cauchy are
Using this form for the Pareto, Equation (9) becomes Note that the Pareto has all moments up to β−1 , where x = least integer > x. Thus if the shape parameter β < 1, A(Χ) has no mean or variance; but (11) yields a solution for γ nonetheless. The final form of the derivative of the absolutely-continuous portion of the delay-time CDF is given by ,
w h e r e γ is obtained from (11) and K = γ(1 ! γ/µ). As in (3), the mean line delay W q is given by
If instead, the interarrival times were assumed to have the folded Cauchy distribution, then we would write Equation (9) as and once again calculate K = γ(1 ! γ/µ) and W q = K/ γ 2 using the solution γ to (12). For inverse-log interarrival times as in (2), Equation (9) becomes This turns out to be a highly efficient way to work with inverse-log interarrivals, preferable to using its density in (1).
Transform Approximation Method
A most feasible alternative approach to the numerical portion of power-tailed G/M/1 and G/M/c problems is the use of the transform approximation portion of the Harris and Marchal (1998) transform-matching method, as briefly outlined in Fischer and Harris (1999) . Henceforth we refer to this as the transform approximation method (TAM). To use TAM, we take the Laplace-Stieltjes
where the x(k), k = 1, 2, ..., N, are chosen to cover the outcome space of the original interarrival random variable with
in the sense of the fundamental definition of Stieltjes integration.] Then we go back through all of the standard G/M/1 or G/M/c numerics using the approximate Stieltjes integral ) ( * z A N in either Equation (1) or (4), thus not requiring any numerical Riemann integration on (0, 4). Note, however, that the value of N might be quite large (maybe as high as 10 6 ), so that we cannot say that the Stieltjes transform of the A(Χ) is in the "concise form" we require to make the rootfinding problem of Equation (1) attractive.
These approximate Stieltjes integration calculations can be done very quickly, for example, with a short Visual Basic function macro in Excel. However, the problem with this method, in contrast to the level-crossing approach, is that there are two stages of approximation, the first coming in finding an appropriate value of N and the second resulting from the numerical rootfinding of (1) or (4). The rest of our observations about the overall queueing problems themselves remain the same. But it should be emphasized that the use of TAM is a very competitive computational method. For a fixed value of N, even as large as 10,000 or more, the computational speed is impressive.
For the three main distributions with which we are working, the Pareto (P), folded Cauchy (C), and inverse log (L), the transform approximation of Equation (14) 
All the numerical work later presented in the paper has been carried out for both level crossing and TAM. We are able to get precisely the same answers by manipulating the parameters of the respective numerical routines. By the same token, it is difficult to compare the two methods because they are both rootfinding problems essentially built around approximate Laplace transforms comprised of sums of a comparably large number of exponential terms. We say essentially because the level-crossing approach requires the numerical solution for the functional inverse of the Laplace transform of A (.) evaluated at 1/ µ , and its performance is a function of the particular numerical method used.
It is important to note that TAM is especially well suited for heavy-tailed situations where large interarrival-time data sets are available and there has yet been no distribution fitting. Then Equation (14) can be used precisely as outlined above and the entire numerical procedure is unchanged. Thus, overall, the use of TAM would contrast sharply in approach and how it does its calculations with attempts to find an alternative member of another class of distributions as a replacement fit for the heavy-tailed interarrival distribution (e.g., see Feldman and Whitt (1998) ; Harris and Marchal (1998); Greiner, Jobmann, and Lipsky (1999) ).
Integral Equation for the Absolutely Continuous Portion of the G/M/c Delay-Time CDF
For the G/M/c queue, a level-crossing approach analogous to the methods in Brill (1979 Brill ( , 1988 leads to the system of integral equations and .
We briefly outline the derivation of Equations (15) -(18). Let the system state be {V(t),i}, t>0, i = 0,...,c. When i =c, V(t) denotes the age in the system at instant t, of the last customer that entered service. When i 0 {0,...,c-1}, -V(t) denotes the remaining interarrival time at instant t, i.e. until the next arrival to the system and there are i customers in service. Note that when i = c, V(t) > 0 and when i < c, V(t) < 0. In both cases the corresponding sample path has slope +1. The steady state distribution of {V(t)} is the same as that of the waiting time (Brill (1988) ). Let f c (≅) denote the derivative of the absolutely continuous portion of the steady state mixed joint CDF of {V(t),c}. Let g i (≅) (i = 1,...,c-1) denote the derivative of the absolutely continuous portion of the steady state mixed joint CDF of {V(t),i}. In equation (15) the left-hand side represents the continuous sample
path (SP) upcrossing rate of level x when i = c. The right-hand side of (15) represents the jump SP downcrossing rate of level x, due to service completions when there are c customers in service. Equating SP up and downcrossing rates of level x > 0 when i = c yields equation (15). In equation (16) the left-hand side represents the SP exit rate from state set {(-4,x),c-1}. The first term on the left is the continuous SP upcrossing rate of level x. The second term is the service completion rate when there are c-1 customers in service and the remaining time until the next arrival exceeds -x. The righthand side of (16) represents the SP entrance rate into state set {(-4,x),c-1}. The first term is the downward jump SP rate from positive waiting states, i.e. when there are c customers in service, into {(-4,x),c-1} in which there are c-1 customers in service and the remaining time until the next arrival exceeds -x. The second term is the rate at which there are arrivals when there are c-2 customers in service and the next total interarrival time exceeds -x, thereby generating an entrance into {(-4,x),c-1}. Equation (16) then follows from the law of conservation of exit and entrance rates for {(-4,x),c-1}. The equations in (17) are derived in a similar manner. In practice these equations can be written down quickly by inspection of the sample path.
Once more, we know that for all G/M/c queues )
for some positive K and γ, so that γ is the solution to Now let w 0 = Pr{the wait in line of an arrival = 0}. From the level-crossing approach, the rate at which zero-waiting customers arrive is given by 
and a(x) = dA(x)/dx, x > 0. We outline the derivation of the expression for B given in (22). Note that g 0 (0) is a constant on the right-hand side of (16), and is also a term in (20). First we differentiate with respect to x<0 on both sides of (16) and form a first order differential equation for g 1 (x), x<0.
Applying the boundary conditions e x µ g 1 (x) 6 g 1 (0) = K as x80 and e x µ g 1 (x) 6 0 as x9-4 , we then obtain g 0 (0) = KB with B given by (22). The value of K is then obtained using the normalizer
All moments about 0 of the wait of an arrival can be found as
In particular, the mean and variance are Note that since w 0 > 0, it follows from (23) that γ > K.
The computational procedure for G/M/c is thus:
$ Use (19) to solve for γ. $ Use (15) - (18) (23) and (25) to obtain the value of K and the moments of the steady-state line waiting time.
In the particular case when c = 2, Step (ii) yields g 0 (0) = KB and Step (iii) yields w 0 , using (21) and (22).
To provide a numerical illustration of the problem in a multi-server setting, we shall do a set of calculations for a Cauchy/M/2 system, where the values for the mean service rate, except for the final four rows, will be the same as those found in Table I 
1/(cµ). The results are displayed in Table V .
Numerical Results
In all of Table I and in Table II , numerical values of the level-crossing parameter γ were found using MAPLE and its numerical solver, or by using our own coding of Newton=s method. The latter occasionally was faster for problems in which the result for r was coming out very close to 1. Both of these numerical approaches work especially well in our problem because the key integral of Equation (9) is monotone decreasing and convex in γ for all of our examples. The results presented in these tables were found using both TAM (Table I ) and our level crossing method (Table II) . The roots found via TAM in Table 1 were also verified using our level crossing method and the roots of Table II were verified with TAM. We also did some further selective checks of our answers using long simulation runs of the relevant Markovian G/M/1 delay-time process.
The most important observations to be made immediately from our numerical experiments are that all our approaches work beautifully and that the resultant experimental queues are thus completely analyzed. We never came across a problem that we could not solve, Pareto or Cauchy, single or multiple servers. In addition, all the results are consistent with our earlier assertion that the delay process in all of these queues exists, independent of the number of interarrival-time moments possessed. It is also worth noting that infinite mean interarrival times create the anomalous situation in which the traffic intensity is (essentially) always 0 while the limiting mean line delay increases without bound as the mean service time grows.
All of the single-server Cauchy and inverse-log examples, as well as those for the Pareto with β < 1, are especially interesting since these are precisely the queues having infinite mean interarrival times. In these situations, randomly generated sequences of interarrival times would not satisfy the strong law of large numbers. Yet, we get the surprising result that not only does the line delay process {W n } have a steady state (which we have already discussed), but that the rate of its convergence into the Acorrect neighborhood@ of values is quite rapid and follows with the value of the root r 0 , much as would the delay sequence behave in terms of ρ when it exists. To give some numerical meaning to this assertion, in Figure 2 we have taken the Cauchy example from Table II where E[S] = 1 and made simulation single runs of ever-increasing length, beginning with 100,000 and going up to 10 million. As we know from the table, the actual (numerically derived) answer is W q = 1.4342. In these runs, the furthest away from the actual answer was 1.4077 (at 500,000) or 1.15%, and at end of the full complement of 10 7 , we were within 0.15%. Real sharp precision is taking a while, but fairly good answers are available almost immediately.
To get a sense of how the mean line delay moves with the variability of the Pareto, we can make comparisons across the β groupings, keeping ρ constant and examining resultant differences in W q in Table I . We should indeed expect mean line delay to go down as the variability of the interarrivals decreases, with their mean kept constant. This is precisely what happens. For example, a value of ρ = 0.3 appears in both the β = 1.5 and 2.5 data sets, and we see respective mean line delays of 0.8965 and 0.1467. For β = 2.5 and 3.5, we have the repeat appearance of ρ = 0.75, with respective mean delays of 2.9437 and 1.3491. And, of course, once we assume that the mean interarrival time exists, we have a legitimate steady-state general-time probability distribution with all p n > 0 and Little=s laws are at once applicable.
There are a number of further observations we can make from the data of Table I . First, as in the classical G/M/1 model, we see that the root r 0 = 1 ! γ/µ is always greater than ρ − / 1 e in those cases where the first interarrival moment exists. Also as expected, the difference between ρ, ρ − / 1 e and r 0 goes to 0 as ρ (if it exists) and r 0 increase to 1. Figure 1 offers a plot of the mean service time versus the estimated mean line delay for the data of Table II , and we see the sort of monotone increasing and convex behavior we should be expecting. If we had instead used r 0 as the abscissa for this figure, we would have gotten a Asteeper@ curve, still monotone increasing and convex. Remember, however, that there is nothing comparable to the steady-state property that ρ < 1, so that the mean delay will exist for all mean service times and there is thus no asymptotic behavior. Table III contains results for six G/M/1 problems using the inverse-log distribution of (2) for the interarrival times (using both level crossing and TAM). As we noted earlier, the use of the levelcrossing equation (9) works especially well for this case. The pattern of the results is very similar to that of the Cauchy/M/1, though the new values of W q stay uniformly lower than those for the Cauchy example. Table IV, in turn, presents comparisons between a Pareto with shape parameter .95 and a similarly looking log-normal whose originating normal has mean 0 and standard deviation 1.5, thus a mean of exp(1.5 2 /2) = 3.0802 and second moment of exp(1.5 2 ) = 9.4877. The critical point here is that the relative mean delays track quite well for low values of log-normal model=s traffic intensity, but begin to diverge quite sharply as the mean service time grows (see Figure 3) . That is, the impact of the Pareto=s fat tail becomes more and more pronounced with increasing mean service time. Figure 4 illustrates these ideas even more extensively. In that figure the coefficient of variation ( = standard deviation of interarrival time / mean interarrival time) is equal to 3 for all cases. We used TAM to evaluate Wq for the Pareto, Log Normal, Weibull and Gamma distributions, the Pareto being a power tailed distribution, the Log Normal and Weibull heavy tailed, and the Gamma exponential tailed. We see the effect of the power tail in that it clears out the queue and results in smaller delays than the Log Normal and Weibull. The gamma, with an exponential tail, has the largest delay.
Next, we have run an illustrative set of cases for c = 2, with interarrival times assumed to be distributed as a folded-Cauchy, and the results are displayed in Table V using level crossing. Some of the values for the mean service rate here are exactly the same as those found in Table II for the Cauchy/M/1 example (thus E[S] now = 2 Η previous E[S]). As noted earlier, the equation for γ that thus comes out in (18) for the Cauchy/M/2 is precisely the same as that found in (12), with the latter=s right-hand side replaced by 1/(cµ). Once again, results are confirmed by the use of the transform approximation method.
It is interesting to note in Table V that the values in the columns for γ, r 0 , and W q are monotonic. However, the values for K increase to a maximum at E[S] = 1.2 (row 3), and then decrease. From level-crossing theory, the value K represents the arrival rate to the system when there are exactly c !1 servers occupied (in this case, exactly one server occupied). If E[S] (and therefore r 0 ) are small, then fewer arrivals will find exactly one server occupied, since the system will be empty much of the time. However, as E[S] (and r 0 ) increases gradually, more and more arrivals will find exactly one server occupied. Then, as E[S] (and r 0 ) increase further, more arrivals will have to wait in line, so fewer arrivals will find exactly one server occupied. This analysis intuitively explains the variation in the K values as E[S] and r 0 increase, that is, from small values to a maximum, and then gradually decreasing. The same would be true for c > 2 servers and arrivals then finding exactly c !1 servers occupied. There may be a possible application of this observation. That is, are there situations where it is important to maximize the proportion of arrivals that find exactly c !1 servers occupied, or equivalently, where arrivals just fill the c available servers and there are no customers waiting in line?
It is well know that phase type distributions can be used to approximate any probability density over the reals. Feldmann and Whitt (1998) consider this fact in developing a hyperexponential distribution approximation to distributions with heavy tails. They show that a hyperexponential distribution can be fitted to any power tailed distribution, and present a fitting algorithm that is recursive over time. The computational problem rests in the development of a good fitting algorithm that requires a large number of exponential distributions. They relate their development to the use a phased-based distribution as a heavy tail approximation and state that one would also be faced with a non-trivial fitting problem.
A natural question is how does that approach compare with the ones discussed in this paper. We have compared the Weilbull example given on pages 249-251 of Feldmann and Whitt (1998) and TAM. We solved the root finding problem for the Weibull/M/1 queue using the LaplaceStieltjes transform of a hyperexponential distribution and the parameters given in Table I There is an important difference that one has to consider when comparing these methods. When using a Phased-based (or hyperexponential) approximation one has to use or develop a fitting algorithm. From a practical point of view that is not a major problem but it constrains the accuracy of the solution and potentially increases the run time. Using TAM no fitting algorithm is required and the time required evaluating (14) is minimal. Thus, TAM is easier to implement and overall is faster.
Feldmann and Whitt also point out that when their hyperexponential approximation was used to approximate a long-tailed service time distribution it inherited many of the same difficulties as the original distribution. We are currently in the process of applying TAM to this class of problems and our results will be reported in future papers.
Comparisons with the level crossing methods are not as straight forward. Since the level crossing method and TAM get the same results on the G/M/c problem, accuracy should not be an issue. We have used MAPLE software numerical procedures to generate numbers with level crossing. The fitting algorithm when using a hyperexponential approximation or phased-based distribution has to be developed. Given that Feldmann and Whitt recently published their algorithm, it seems reasonable to assume that an off the shelf fitting algorithm for this class of problems does not exist. Thus, it is plausible that our level crossing method would be easier to implement.
Extensions and Generalizations
In this work, we have advocated two alternative numerical approaches to the solution of G/M/c-type queues when the interarrival times have a power-tailed distribution, one using level-crossing balance arguments and the second employing approximate Stieltjes integration in the TAM approach. Each method has its strengths and weaknesses. It turns out that one of the major benefits of using level crossing is that its use allows the standard G/M/c paradigm to be generalized to much larger classes of possible models without altering the basic numerical ideas. A specific and potentially useful idea is to allow the introduction of state dependence into the models presented in Sections 2 and 3.
First, assume that the interarrival times depend on the system workload. Let W n , S n , and U n+1 denote the wait in line and service time of customer n, and the interarrival time between customers n and n + 1, respectively. Then U n+1 will depend on W n + S n (n ∃ 1). Denote this model by G(Χ)/M/1.
The derivative f(Χ), of the absolutely continuous part of the CDF of the waiting time now satisfies the integral equation We can further generalize this model by assuming additionally that the service rate µ depends on the workload, that is, S n+1 depends on W n + S n . Thus let
where the {x i } are defined as in (27). The system state can be defined as (V(t), i ), where V(t) is the system time of the customer in service at instant t ≥ 0, and µ i is the corresponding service rate. In this case the system of integral equations for f(Χ) expands further, and the level-crossing approach can be used to write down the appropriate system.
Concluding Remarks
The rapid emergence of the Internet has created some interesting and challenging telecommunications modeling problems. As we have noted, one of the unusual factors is the possible presence of interarrival streams generated by power-tailed distributions. In such circumstances, the standard solution methods for the G/M/1 and G/M/c queues do not work well because of the failure of the interarrival times to possess all moments. To get around this problem, we have used both
).
level-crossing methods and transform approximation for numerically analyzing G/M/1 and G/M/c queues with power-tailed interarrival times. We have demonstrated the method's use by presenting several detailed examples using Pareto, folded Cauchy, and inverse-log distributions, and have compared our results with other published methods.
Our numerical work has shown that the power-tailed interarrival distribution can force such queues to behave very awkwardly. For example, in cases with an effective infinite interarrival-time mean, congestion occurred even when the expected load could not be defined. We have thus derived the full form of the exponential steady-state line-delay distribution, even though there will not be a nondegenerate distribution of system sizes. The long-tailed nature of the power-tailed input process helps to clear out congestion when a large interarrival time has occurred. Overall, our methods can be applied for all fat-tailed G/M/c queues, independent of their shape and the number of actual moments possessed.
Our procedures always generate a complete analysis of the steady-state delays of the queues we study. The approach is both analytic and numerical, and also utilizes some known closed-form mathematical results from the classical queueing literature. Each method is computationally quick and their accuracy can be well controlled. Throughout, it is important to remember that the delay process is always well behaved, even though the sequence of interarrival times may not satisfy a law of large numbers.
As a result of our examination we feel that any numerical procedure that captures the longtailed nature of the interarrival times could be used to study these G/M/c queues. These queues are not as sensitive to solution methods as the dual problem -long tailed service. Our future work will turn to similar numerical work for M/G/1 and M/G/c queues. In those queues it is well known that long tailed service times can significantly impact congestion.
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